
INTEGRATIVE 
THINKING



DIVERGENT THINKING
• Generating a large number of raw ideas
• Assuming (even forcing) new perspectives on the 

problem or its subproblems

CONVERGENT THINKING
• Selecting, curating, critiquing, developing the 

most promising ideas into even better ones



AGENDA

• Integrative thinking and convergence
• Example: Four Seasons Hotel and Customer Experience Design
• Student learnings!









The ability to entertain 
opposing ideas or solution 
models beyond their trade-offs 
(Martin, 2007)

INTEGRATIVE THINKING



CAN YOU COME UP WITH 
EXAMPLES OF SUCH 
SYNTHESIS OR 
INTEGRATION?

INTEGRATIVE THINKING
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• STANCE: Your view of  the world and yourself  in solving its problems

• TOOLS: Your toolkit of  problem solving and organizing thought

• EXPERIENCES: Ability to reflect and improve self, build sensitivity

MARTIN (2009) INTEGRATIVE THINKER’S 
KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM
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WORLD
1. Existing models ≠ reality
2. Leverage opposing models
3. Better models exist

SELF
4. I can find a better model
5. I wade into complexity
6. I give myself  time to create

STANCE
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1. Generative reasoning
2. Causal modeling
3. Assertive inquiry

TOOLS



MARTIN: ASSERTIVE INQUIRY

“When we interact with other people on the basis of a particular mental model, we 
usually try to defend that model against any challenges. Our energy goes into 
explaining our model to others and defending it from criticism.... [Assertive 
inquiry] explicitly seeks to explore the underpinnings of your own model and that 
of another person. Its aim is to learn about the salient data and causal maps baked 
into another person’s model, then use the insight gained to fashion a creative 
resolution of the conflict between that person’s model and your own.”
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1. Deepening mastery and 2. Nurturing originality

EXPERIENCES







Salience

Architecture

Causality

Resolution

• What features do I see as 
important?

• More features of problem are 
considered salient





Salience

Architecture

Causality

Resolution

• How do I make sense of what I 
see?

• Multidirectional and non-linear 
causality considered



Salience

Architecture

Causality

Resolution

• What tasks will I do in what 
order?

• Whole visualized while working 
on individual parts





Salience

Architecture

Causality

Resolution

• How will I know when I am 
done?

• Search for creative resolution of 
tensions



CASE: FOUR SEASONS

• Isadore ”Issy” Sharpe, founder of Four
Seasons

• Long career in hotel industry, in various
jobs – endowed him with a holistic
perspective of how the hotel business 
works!



OPPOSITIONAL DOMINANT LOGICS: 
BUSINESS TRAVEL PRIOR TO FS
HOTELS
• Expensive
• Amenities
• Big rooms
• Service
• Massive

square 
footage

MOTELS
• Cheap
• No amenities
• Small rooms
• No service
• Optimised

square 
footage
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CUSTOMER UNDERSTANDING:
THE REAL NEEDS OF BUSINESS TRAVELERS

• Sharpe had and gained deeper insights through
interviews, part. relating to the emotional side

• For many travelers, the big hotel rooms were
alienating, ”too nice” and too big

• Business travel is not glamorous; home sickeness, 
rush, and sleep deprivation are constant companions

• People did not value the ”shiny surface”; rather: 
speed, reponsiveness, personalization, and empathy

• Smaller observations: business travelers ”travel light” 
with a carry-on suitcase



OUT-SPOKEN VERSUS DEEP EXPERIENCE

Out-spoken
• ”I want a lot and good

service”
• ”I am in a hurry”
• ”Money is no issue”

Deep Experience
• ”I am home sick”
• ”I do not like assuming a 

role all the time”
• ”I am not being treated

as a human being”
• ”I am very tired”
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FS’S CAUSALITIES AND (EXPERIENCE) 
ARCHITECTURE 

• Iron law in the hotel business: price has to work in relation to 
usage rate and the sale of amenities and extra services (A&ES)

• Big hotels finance their A&ES by having a lot of rooms è
minimum of 170 is typical for a hotel meant for business travel

• Four Seasons justified its ”too big” (and more expensive) A&ES 
level by tailoring it to business travelers’ true needs

• Managing tradeoffs!



Four Seasons’ innovations
1. Rooms were motel size, but decorated to be ”homey”

2. Desk, two-way telephone, big reading lamp

3. Bathroom: shampoos on walls, hair drier, makeup mirror, bathrobes

4. Overnight shoe shining and laundry service

5. 24h conscierge servics

6. All hotels would be tailored according to local traditions and flair (especially
restaurants)

7. Encouraging patronage of  hotel restaurant over using room sergice (freeing up
sergice people)

8. Outsourcing ownership of  hotels, renting è managers were freed up to focus
exclusively on improving customer experience



EXPERIENCE ARCHITECTURE: 
FOUR SEASON’S PERSONNEL POLICY

1. More and more frequent training for personnel
2. Appreciating personnel (esp. during downturns)
3. Internal promotions and role circulation è employees are

exposed to the entirety of  the customer experience and 
understand their roles in it!

4. Customer and employee complaints were declared equal
5. Getting rid of  the customer service department (!)
6. Removing service ”scripting”, giving employees more

freedom (and responsibility!) to do the right thing
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DEVELOPMENT: FS’S MEASURES

1. Global sales and booking numbers
2. Local and global travel awards
3. Local online-information
4. Local guest databases (e.g., frequency, ”lost customers”)
5. Local employee retention rates
6. Recruitment numbers (number of applications, ”best place to work” –

surveys)
7. Global procurement, but local evaluation of cost and quality
8. External evaluators and mystery shopping, extensive and incentivized best

practice sharing



Salience

Architecture

Causality

Resolution

• What are the most salient features 
of our problem?

• How do they relate to each other 
in a causal way?

• How do we design a solution
where these causalities are 
addressed?

• How do ensure our solution is 
robust? 


